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IB Spanish I summer assignment 2018 

Srta. Musso, Sr. LeFebure, Sra. Chandler  
 

 
Welcome IB Spanish I students!   
 

 
We are so glad you are continuing with your studies in Spanish.  The IB Spanish I team has 
decided on a summer assignment which we believe will benefit everyone by ensuring that all 

students know certain essential vocabulary. 
 

Requirement::   
 

 

Know the attached list of 200 of the most used verbs in Spanish.  You must know them from 
English to Spanish.  Most of these verbs you have already learned over the course of your 

studies, and there are probably a lot that you already know by heart.    
 
 

Assessments:   
 

Students will take 3 large quizzes on these verbs, one per week, starting the second week of 
school in the fall.   Remember, you must know the verbs from English to Spanish.  
 

 
How to practice:   
 

 We have included a quizlet practice.    
 You should click on the star next to the words you don’t know and then, where is says 

‘filter” click on “starred”, and start practicing.  Begin with a manageable group of words, 
and remember to practice them from English to Spanish.   

 You can also make your own copies of the list and divide them into smaller study sets.  
 

 
 

Have a great summer! 
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200 Verbos Infinitivos Más Usados 
https://quizlet.com/_4zssxi 

Verbos Regulares en el Presente 
1. hablar  to talk, to speak 

2. comprar to buy 

3. trabajar  to work 

4. estudiar  to study 

5. llevar  to wear, to take, to carry 

6. desear  to wish, to want, to desire 

7. bailar  to dance 

8. cantar  to sing 

9. patinar  to skate 

10. nadar  to swim 

11. ayudar a to help 

12. buscar*  to look for, to search 

13. preguntar to ask a question, to question 

14. contestar to answer 

15. enseñar  to teach, to show (how to do something) 

16. llegar  to arrive 

17. entrar a  to enter (in) 

18. mirar  to look at, to watch 

19. necesitar to need 

20. pasar  to pass, to happen, to go, to spend time 

21. usar  to use 

22. acabar de to finish (doing something) 

23. dejar  to leave, let, stop 

24. llamar  to call 

25. marcar  to mark, to score, to dial 

26. escuchar to listen 

27. regresar to return, to regress (in a state) 

28. ganar  to win, to earn, to gain 

29. descansar to rest 

30. terminar to finish, to end 

31. sacar  to take out, to get 

32. tomar  to take (in) 

33. esperar* to wait, to wish, to hope 

34. alquilar  to rent 

35. cruzar  to cross 

36. quedar  to stay, to remain 

37. doblar  to turn 

38. manejar  to drive 

39. viajar  to travel 

40. cuidar  to take care of/care for 

41. andar  to walk, to ride, to run (motor) 

42. cenar  to eat dinner 

43. preparar to prepare 

44. pasear  to walk, stroll 
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45. pagar (por) to pay (for) 

46. visitar  to visit 

47. llenar  to fill, to fill out (form) 

48. practicar to practice 

49. salvar  to save, to salvage 

50. mandar  to send 

51. comer  to eat 

52. correr  to run 

53. leer  to read 

54. beber  to drink 

55. aprender to learn 

56. vender  to sell 

57. comprender to understand, comprehend 

58. creer  to believe 

59. responder to respond 

60. depender (de) to depend, to depend (on) 

61. corresponder to correspond 

62. romper  to break 

63. recorrer to travel (through), to run (through) 

64. atender  to attend (to a patient) 

65. embeber to imbibe (to drink) 

66. vivir  to live 

67. escribir  to write 

68. abrir  to open 

69. recibir  to receive 

70. compartir to share, to distribute 

71. describir to descirbe 

72. decidir  to decide 

73. asistir a  to attend 

74. cubrir  to cover 

75. descubrir to discover 

76. imprimir to print 

77. dividir  to divide 

78. subir  to go up, to climb 

79. admitir  to admit 

80. partir  to leave, to part 

81. percibir  to perceive 

82. subscribir to subscribe 

83. prohibir  to prohibit 

84. sufrir  to suffer 

85. combatir to combat, to fight against 

86. repartir  to distribute 

87. ocurrir  to occur 

88. existir  to exist 

89. discutir  to discuss 

90. permitir  to permit, to let, to allow 
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Verbos Irregulares en el Presente 

91. cerrar  to close 

92. comenzar to begin, to start, to commence 

93. empezar to begin, to start 

94. encender to light (a fire), to turn on 

95. entender to understand 

96. merendar to snack, to have a snack 

97. mentir  to lie 

98. *nevar  to snow 

99. pensar  to think, to plan 

100.  perder  to lose, to miss 

101.  preferir to prefer 

102.  querer  to want 

103.  regar  to water 

104.  recomendar to recommend 

105.  calentar to heat, to warm up 

106.  sugerir  to suggest 

107.  *oler (h) to smell 

108.  almorzar to have lunch 

109.  colgar  to hang, to hang up 

110.  contar  to count, to tell a story 

111.  *costar  to cost 

112.  devolver to return, to give back (an item) 

113.  *soler + inf to be accustomed to, to tend to 

114.  dormir  to sleep 

115.  encontrar to find, to encounter 

116.  *llover  to rain 

117.  volver  to return 

118.  mostrar to teach, to show 

119.  mover  to move 

120.  poder  to be able to, to can 

121.  recordar to remember 

122.  resolver to resolve 

123.  volar  to fly 

124.  competir to compete 

125.  pedir  to ask for, to order 

126.  repetir  to repeat 

127.  seguir  to follow, to continue 

128.  servir  to serve 

129.  elegir  to elect, to chose 

130.  jugar  to play 

131.  concluir to conclude 

132.  construir to build, construct 

133.  contribuir to contribute 
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134.  destruir to destroy 

135.  distribuir to distribute 

136.  incluir  to include 

137.  influir  to influence 

138.  sustituir to substitute 

139.  esquiar  to ski 

140.  actuar  to act 

141.  *decir  to say, to tell 

142.  poner  to put, place, set 

143.  *venir  to come 

144.  *tener  to have 

145.  hacer  to do, to make 

146.  salir  to leave 

147.  traer  to bring 

148.  *oír  to hear 

149.  caer  to fall 

150.  recoger  to pick up, to gather 

151.  dirigir  to direct, run/manage a situation 

152.  escoger to choose 

153.  fingir  to pretend, to fake 

154.  elegir  to elect 

155.  coger  to grasp, to catch, pick-up 

156.  *seguir  to follow, to continue 

157.  *perseguir to chase, to pursue 

158.  conocer to know, be familiar with 

159.  producir to produce 

160.  conducir to drive, to lead 

161.  traducir to translate 

162.  lucir  to dress up in, to show off, to wear 

163.  obedecer to obey 

164.  desobedecer to disobey 

165.  ofrecer  to offer 

166.  aparecer to appear, to seem 

167.  vencer  to conquer, to overcome 

168.  ser  to be (D.O.C.T.O.R.) 

169.  estar  to be (P.L.A.C.E.) 

170.  dar  to give 

171.  ir  to go 

172.  ver  to see 

173.  saber  to know information/facts 

174.  oler  to smell 
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Verbos Reflexivos 

175.  despertarse to wake (oneself) up 

176.  sentirse to feel, to feel sorry 

177.  divertirse to have fun 

178.  sentarse to sit, to sit (oneself) down 

179.  morirse to die 

180.  acostarse to put (oneself) to bed 

181.  afeitarse to shave (oneself) 

182.  maquillarse to put makeup on (oneself)  

183.  quemarse to burn (oneself) 

184.  relajarse to relax (oneself) 

185.  probarse to put on oneself, prove worth (oneself) 

186.  vestirse to dress (oneself) 

187.  despedirse to take leave, to say good bye 

188.  reírse  to laugh 

189.  sonreírse to smile 

190.  ponerse to put (oneself), to put on (oneself) 

191.  caerse  to make (oneself) fall 

192.  lavarse  to wash (oneself)  

193.  ducharse to shower (oneself) 

194.  secarse  to dry (oneself) 

195.  cepillarse to brush (oneself) 

196.  desayunarse to eat breakfast (by oneself) 

197.  hacerse la cama  to make one’s bed 

198.  bañarse to  bathe (oneself) 

199.  quitarse to take off/remove (oneself) 

200.  apurarse to hurry (oneself)  
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VERB QUIZZES 

Quiz # Date Verbs to study Score NOTES/Tenses to study 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     

 

VERB TESTS 

Quiz # Date Verbs to study Score NOTES/Tenses to study 

1     

2     

3     

4     

 


